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Haw River Watch
A Citizen Water Quality Project

of the Haw River Assembly

Part 3: Measuring Water Quality, Survey Section A



Part 3:  Measuring Water Quality, 
Monitoring Survey Section A

In this part of the presentation, you will learn how to
assess stream health using simple tests, observations,

and macroinvertebrate sampling.
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When your team goes out to monitor,
you will fill out the Haw River Watch

Monitoring Survey form.

The purpose of this form is to aid you in gathering and recording important data about the health of your stream, to docu-

ment changes in water quality.  Refer to the Stream Insects and Crustaceans ID chart to identify stream macroinvertebrates.

Haw River Watch Survey
Return to: Haw River Watch Project, P.O. Box 25, Saxapahaw, NC 27340
(919) 967-2500  E-mail: riverwatch@hawriver.org

Data enterer: _______

Date entered: _______

Office use only

SECTION A. Fill in this section each time you do a sampling of your stream.

Team Name __________________________________________  Site ID _________________________  # of participants: __________

Stream __________________________________________  Location _____________________________________________________

County __________________  Survey Leader ____________________________________  Phone # ____________________________

Date: ____________________  Start time ___________  End time ___________   Survey Scribe _______________________________

Air temperature ____________  Water temperature __________    Flow rate: �High    �Normal    �Low   �Negligible

Weather conditions (last 3 days) ____________________________________________________________________________________

Chemical testing: pH __________     Nitrate _________   Phosphate __________  Transparency (in inches): _______________

Macroinvertebrate Count    Search several likely habitats: look under stones in riffle areas; use net to sample bottom

in several places; and sample underbank, leaf mat, and woody debris.  Use letter codes to record number of organisms of each type

found: A = 1-9; B = 10-99; C = 100 or more.  Add up the number of letters in each column and multiply by the indicated index value.

Pollution Sensitive

____________ Stonefly

____________ Caddisfly

____________ Water Penny

____________ Riffle Beetle

____________ Mayfly

____________ Gilled Snail

____________ Dobsonfly (Hellgrammite)

Somewhat Pollution Sensitive

____________ Crayfish

____________ Sowbug

____________ Scud

____________ Alderfly Larva

____________ Fishfly Larva

____________ Damselfly

____________ Watersnipe Fly Larva

____________ Crane Fly

____________ Beetle Larva

____________ Dragonfly

____________ Clam

Pollution Tolerant

____________ Aquatic Worm

____________ Midge Fly Larva

____________ Blackfly Larva

____________ Leech

____________ Pouch (and other) Snails

____________ # letters times 3 =

____________ Index Value

____________ # letters times 2 =

____________ Index Value

____________ # letters times 1 =

____________ Index Value

Now add together the three Index Values from the columns for your total index value:  Total Index Value = __________________

Compare the Total Index Value to the following ranges of numbers to determine the water quality of your stream.  Good water quality is

indicated by a variety of different kinds of organisms, with no one kind making up the majority of the sample.  Although the A, B, and

C ratings do not contribute to the water quality rating, record them to see how your macroinvertebrate populations change over time.

Water Quality Rating

____________ Excellent (>22)        ____________ Good (17 - 22)        ____________ Fair (11 - 16)        ____________ Poor (<11)

What kind of Algae?  Is water discolored (green, bright blue, red)?  [Phytoplankton type algae]  �Yes    �No    If No:

Is algae big thick “hairlike” mat (green, blue-green, black, yellowish)?  [Filamentous type algae]  �Yes    �No    If No:

Are rocks and logs covered with beardlike growth (green, blue-green, golden brown)?   [Periphyton type algae]   �Yes    �No     If No:

Is there brown slimy algae on rocks? [Diatomaceous type algae]   �Yes    �No

Algae is located: � everywhere       � in spots      ___________% of stream covered (for one stream-width by one stream-width area)

Are you seeing an unusual amount of algae?  �Yes    �No

Stream Channel Answer these questions for a stream length of four times the stream width, with monitored section close to middle.

Average stream width _________ ft.     Average stream depth _________ ft.     Is stream channel natural and meandering? �Yes   �No

Does stream have access to its flood plain (is there stream deposit or debris on banks, streamside trees & rocks)? �Yes   �No

Has stream been channelized? �Yes  �No    Is there rip-rap in stream? �Yes   �No      Do manmade dams block flow? �Yes   �No

Stream Buffer Natural vegetation (a mix of trees, shrubs, and ground cover), looking dowstream: ____________ feet left bank;

____________ feet right bank

Description of stream buffer: ______________________________________________________________________________________

Stream Buffer Composition (=100%):

____________% trees

____________% shrubs

____________% grass

____________% bare soil

____________% rocks

____________% other  ___________

Stream Bed (bottom) (=100%):

____________% silt (mud)

____________% sand (1/16” - 1/4” grains

____________% gravel (1/4” - 2” stones)

____________% cobble (2” - 10” stones)

____________% boulders (>10” stones)

____________% dead leaves

Bed sinks beneath your feet in:

�no spots   �a few spots   �many spots

Odor: (check one)

� rotten eggs

� musky

� petroleum

� sewage

� none

� other ______
_____________

_____________

Land Uses in the Watershed: Record all land uses observed in the watershed area nearby (one mile upstream) and surrounding
your sampling site.  Indicate whether the following land uses have a High (H), Moderate (M), Slight (S) or No (N) potential to negative-
ly impact the quality of your stream.  If the land use is not present in your watershed, leave it unmarked.

�H   �M   �S   �N    Oil & gas drilling

�H   �M   �S   �N    Housing developments

�H   �M   �S   �N    Forest

�H   �M   �S   �N    Logging

�H   �M   �S   �N    Urban uses (highways, parking lots, etc.)

�H   �M   �S   �N    Sanitary landfill

�H   �M   �S   �N    Housing construction

�H   �M   �S   �N    Road construction

�H   �M   �S   �N    Mining (types _____________________)

�H   �M   �S   �N    Cropland (types ___________________)

�H   �M   �S   �N    Trash dump

�H   �M   �S   �N    Fields

�H   �M   �S   �N    Livestock pasture

�H   �M   �S   �N    Animal operations (types____________)

�H   �M   �S   �N    Other possible sources of pollution 
(describe: ________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________) 

�H   �M   �S   �N    Garbage/litter   (Type: ______________
_____________________________________________________)

SECTION B. The following aspects of the stream don’t change often.  Fill in this section on your first survey, and be sure to keep a
copy to refer to.  Thereafter, fill in an item only if it changes.  Photographs are very useful in recording changes to your stream.

Water Appearance: (you may check

up to two items from the list below)

� clear � clear but tea-colored

� cloudy � muddy

� milky � colored sheen (oily)

� grey � black

� foamy � green (suspended algae)

� other _______________________

If there is foam, is it:

�ivory brownish, less than 8”
high, w/earthy, fishy, or fresh

cut grass smell?  [Natural foam]  

� bright white, over 8” high,
with perfumy or artificial

“fresh” soapy scent? [Indicates

pollution problem]

Discharging Pipes  Are there any discharging pipes?  �Yes   �No     If Yes, how many?  __________

What types of pipes?  �runoff (field or stormwater?)_________   �sewage treatment    �industrial (type of industry) ______________

Other comments on your stream’s health and condition: ________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Stream Shade

�Best (25 - 90% shade--sun-dappled stream)   

�Good (>90% shade -- almost totally shaded)     

�Poor (<25 shade - almost no shade)

Stream Sides

Are stream banks (sides) eroding? �Yes   �No    
__________% bare soil on stream banks (not 

covered by plants, rocks, and logs)

Is stream getting cut deeper?  �Yes   �No          

Is stream widening?  �Yes   �No

Wildlife 

Mussel shells seen?  �Yes    �No           

Fish seen?  �Yes    �No

Signs of beaver? �Yes    �No
If Yes, describe:____________________

Signs of other wildlife observed:

_________________________________

_________________________________

_________________________________



Now we’ll learn how to fill out 
Section A of your survey form.
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Select a scribe to enter the data you
collect onto the survey form .
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Fill out team and site information:
►Team name: Fill in the name that you and your team-

mates have selected for your team.

►Site ID: Fill this in if you know it; otherwise, leave this
item blank and the River Watch Coordinator will fill it in
when you return the form.

►Number of participants: This lets us know how many
folks looked for macroinvertebrates, which might affect
your survey results.

►Stream name: Enter the name of the waterway you are
monitoring, such as “Haw River” or “Dry Creek”.

►Stream location: Give specifics of your site’s location,
such as “Highway 64 bridge”.

►County:  Enter the name of the county where your site is
located.
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Fill out survey information:

►Survey leader:  Fill in the name and phone number of
your team leader.

►Date:  Enter the date.  This is important information, as
the date combined with your Site ID form the key under
which your survey information is stored in the Haw River
Watch database.

►Start time and End time: This
lets us know how long you
looked for macroinvertebrates,
which might affect your survey
results.

►Survey scribe: Enter the name
of your scribe for this monitor-
ing session.
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►When you first get to your monitoring site, hang the
thermometer in a shady spot.  

►Leave it there for at least five minutes.

►Enter the Fahrenheit reading on the survey form.

Take the air temperature.
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� High:  Water flow is high for this site.  This will happen
during times of more rainfall.

� Normal: Water flow is normal for this site.

� Low: Water flow is lower that usual at this site.  This will
happen during times of less rainfall.

� Negligible: Water flow will be negligible during times of
drought.

Note the flow rate of the water.

High flow Normal flow Low flow Negligible flow



Briefly note the weather conditions
for the last three days.
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Measure the clarity of the water by
doing a transparency test.

This test will give you an idea of the relative clarity of
your stream’s water.  NOTE:  Keep out of the stream until
you have completed this test.

� Recent rainfall will
likely bring sediment,
which will decrease
water clarity. 

� You may detect
dramatically excessive
sediment from sources
such as construction or
agriculture.

� Excess phytoplankton algae can also affect water clarity.



To measure the clarity of the water:

►Let everyone look down the
transparency tube, to become
familiar with the Secchi
pattern at the bottom.

►Without stepping in the water
or disturbing the stream
bottom in any way, gather
water (using a plastic quart
container) from a flowing
part of the stream.
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►Pour this water into the transparency
tube.

►With the transparency tube in the
shade, check the Secchi pattern to see
if you can still see it.

►Continue to add stream water until
just beyond the point where you can
see the pattern.

►Note the height of the water level
on the scale (marked in inches) on
the tube.

►Record the results on your survey
form as Transparency (in inches).

To measure the clarity of the water (cont.):
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►Submerge the thermometer in shaded, flowing water.  

►Weight it down with a rock, or attach it to a rock or
submerged stick, so that it doesn’t float away.

►Leave it there for at least five minutes.

►Enter the Fahrenheit reading on the survey form.

Take the water temperature.
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Test the pH of the water.

� pH measures the activity of hydrogen ions in the sample,
which indicates how acidic or basic (also called “alka-
line”) the water is. 

� For example, lemon juice is acidic; dissolved baking soda
is basic.

� On the pH scale of 1 to 14,
7.0 is neutral, below 7.0 is
acidic, and above 7.0 is basic.

� The scale is logarithmic; for
example, a change from 7 to 8
represents an increase in con-
centration that is ten times: in
other words, a tenfold increase
in concentration.
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Test the pH of the water (cont.).

� A pH range of 6.5 to 8.2 is optimal for most aquatic
organisms. 

� Extremes of pH (below 4.5 or above 9.5) are stressful to
organisms.

� Low or high pH can affect egg hatching, kill sources of
food for fish and insects, or make water uninhabitable
for any aquatic life. 
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� Bogs, decomposing forest vegetation, tannic acid from
leaves, and acid rain can lower pH.

� Rapidly growing algae or submerged aquatic vegetation
can raise pH significantly. 

� Runoff from farms, logging, commercial areas and resi-
dential developments can alter the pH of waterways.

� Effluent from wastewater treatment plants and septic
tanks can raise pH, due to the pres-
ence of detergents, which are basic.

� pH generally increases as you go
downstream, as inputs from these
many sources tend to be more
basic than acidic.

What factors influence pH?
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To test the pH of the water:

►From a flowing area of the stream, fill the test tube with
stream water to the black line.

►Add 8 drops of the Bromthymol Blue solution, being
careful not to touch the dropper tip to the side of the
tube (which may result in a half-drop).

►Put the test tube in the color comparator, and match its
hue.  NOTE: You are looking to match the color hue--i.e.
the degree of yellow, green, or blue--rather than the
darkness of the color.

►Record your results.

►Discard test water away from the
stream.
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To test the pH of the water (cont.):

► If the sample is very blue (cobalt blue), it has gone off
our pH scale, which only goes up to 7.4.  Note this on
your form.  

► If you have a wider range pH kit, use that to measure the
pH more accurately.



For teams on the Haw River 
and some other selected sites, 

test nitrate and phosphate.
Nitrogen and phosphorus enter water from human and
animal waste, decomposing organic matter, and fertilizer
runoff.  Phosphates also are found in some industrial
effluents, detergent wastewater from homes, sediment,
and natural deposits.
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►Follow the directions that come with your kits, and
record your results.
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Macroinvertebrate Count:  We’ll look at
the collection and identification of

macroinvertebrates in detail in Parts 4
and 5 of our presentation.
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We will note the quantity and type 
of algae in the stream.

� Algae are an essential source of food for fish and other
stream organisms, and are a vital part of all streams. 

� However, the excessive growth of algae, called an “algal
bloom”, can indicate an imbalance in the stream’s
ecology, and can be harmful to life in the stream.
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� Algal blooms can be caused by excess nutrients in the
stream, from sources such as:
--fertilizer runoff, 

--wastewater treatment plant discharges, 

--failed septic systems or leaking sewer lines, 

--industrial discharges, 

--excess organic matter.

� The bacteria that decompose algae suck oxygen out of
the water, depleting the oxygen essential to aquatic life.

� This can cause fish and insect kills, and loss of species
diversity.

We will note the quantity and type 
of algae in the stream (cont.).
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To determine the type of the algae that
you see, answer the following questions.

Types of algae are:

� Phytoplankton

� Filamentous

� Periphyton

� Diatomaceous
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This is phytoplankton algae.

Phytoplankton are algae that are suspended in the water.

NOTE:  Most phytoplankton are too small to be individually seen
with the unaided eye.  However, when present in high enough
numbers, they may appear to discolor the water. 

► Is the water discolored (green, bright 
blue, red)?  
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This is filamentous algae.

► Is the algae in big, thick “hairlike” 
mats (green, blue-green, black, 
yellowish)?  
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This is periphyton.  

� Periphyton is a complex mixture of algae, cyanobacteria, heterotrophic
microbes, and detritus that is attached to submerged surfaces in most
aquatic ecosystems. It serves as an important food source for inverte-
brates, tadpoles, and some fish. 

� It can also absorb contaminants,
removing them from the water-
column and limiting their move-
ment through the environment. 

� The periphyton is also an impor-
tant indicator of water quality;
responses of this community to
pollutants can be measured to
indicate physiological to
community-level changes.

► Are rocks and logs covered with beard-
like growth? 
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� This is diatomaceous algae, the “golden algae”.

� Diatoms become part of the “biofilm” that forms on
rocks in the stream, and serves as an important food
source for “grazers” such as snails and caddisflies. 

� In slow moving streams, both filamentous green algae
and diatoms get covered with detrital matter and this
can give them a hairy-like appearance.  If the brown
flocculent matter easily falls off, it is probably detritus.

► Is there brown slimy algae on rocks? 



Note quantity of algae.

► Is algae located:

--Everywhere?

--In spots?

►What percentage of the stream is
covered with algae (for one
stream-width by one 
stream-width area)?

►Are you seeing an unusual
amount of algae for your stream?
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Is there foam in the stream?

� Natural foam:
--can be created by water turbulence, from many
natural organic substances including decompos-
ing algae and fish, and decaying leaves and vege-
tation.

--typically smells earthy, fishy or like fresh-cut
grass.

--is an ivory brownish color.

--typically is less than 8 inches high.

� Unnatural foam:
--is bright white.

--typically is over 8 inches high.

--has a perfumy or artificial “fresh” soapy scent.

► Note if foam is natural or unnatural.
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Natural foam

Unnatural foam
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Are there mussel shells?

You may even find live mussels!
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Did you see fish?

You may see minnows or larger fish.

Cape Fear Shiner (endangered)
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Are there signs of beaver?

You may see beaver-chewed trees, a beaver slide, or
even a beaver dam.
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Did you see signs of other wildlife?

River monitoring brings surprises--like seeing a salaman-
der, box turtle, raccoon tracks, or great blue heron. 
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What is the stream odor?
Our sense of smell can be important in

detecting stream problems.

What is the stream odor?

� rotten eggs

� musky

� petroleum

� sewage

� none

� other (describe)

A Haw River
Watcher found a
sewage pipe leak
on New Hope
Creek (shown at
left).  He first
detected the
problem by
smell; he then
walked upstream
until he found
the source of the
leak.
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What is the water appearance?

You may check up to two items from the list below:

� clear

� cloudy

� milky

� grey

� foamy

� clear but tea-colored (tannic acid from leaves in water)

� muddy

� colored sheen (oily)

� black

� green (from suspended algae)

� other (describe)
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You have learned how to fill out 
Section A of your River Watch Survey, 
completing Part 3 of this presentation.

Continue with this presentation to learn about 
collecting and identifying macroinvertebrates, 

and completing Section B of your survey.
� Welcome to Haw River Watch!

� Part 1: Overview of Haw River Watershed Issues

� Part 2: Introduction to the Haw River Watch Project

� Part 3: Measuring Water Quality, Monitoring Survey Section A  Assessing
stream health using simple tests, observations, and macro sampling

� Part 4: Collecting Aquatic Macroinvertebrates as Water Quality Indica-
tors

� Part 5: Identifying Aquatic Macroinvertebrates

� Part 6: Assessing Stream Health, Monitoring Survey Section B
Observing stream characteristics such as condition of stream banks,
shade, and land uses


